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number to be implemented
ounty officials began what is likely to be a
ess in implementing a 911 emergency
system Tuesday by forming a steering comersee the plans.
mmittee will report to the Coles County
will guide the program through its early
'ch include preliminary design and funding
setting a countywide referendum for the
general election.
cials met at Sarah Bush Lincoln Health Care
an informational meeting to allow represencounty fire, police and emergency services
ts, along with citizens, to learn more about
911 systems.
would take about two years to install and
after voters approve the establishment of a
ough a referendum, said Cindy Jackson, a
tative from the Illinois Commerce Commhich regulates 911 systems.
Forshee, the 911 system coordinator for St.
ty, stressed to emergency services employmeeting that installation of a 911 system does
· them to drastically change their current disstem. He said communities often voluntarily

"You (the community) play the major role," Forshee
said. "It's your system -you paid for it"
Forshee said a tremendous amount of work would
be required of all those involved in establishing a 9ll
number locally, but he added that the benefits are
"unmatched."
Charleston City Commissioner Roger Rives, a
physician and one of the system's chief proponents,
asked about 75 gathered city and county officials
Tuesday if they would like to pursue the installation of
a 911 emergency response system. Rives said he estimated that two-thirds to three-fourths of those present
supported such a move.
Rives volunteered his services to the committee and
recruited Doug McDermand, director of the Coles
County Regional Planning Commission. Rives asked
Coles County Sheriff Jim Kimball to sit on the committee and the mayors or an appointee of the
Charleston, Mattoon, Oakland and Ashmore city councils.
Rives also requested representatives from the Coles
County Board and the Coles County Farm Bureau.
Audience members suggested representatives from
Sarah Bush and local fire departments form part of the
steering committee.
The informal vote on creating the committee came
only after 90 minutes of presentations by speakers
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Faculty Senate agreed
to send a statement to the
. Committee on Higher
· n in support of an investiinto the "efficacy" of the
cl Governors and the Illinois
Higher Education.
Faculty Senate of Eastern
University encourage the
Committee on Higher
'on of the Illinois General
ly to pursue its investigathe efficacy of the (BOO)
to undertake a thorough

d i s CU SS

presidential Search.
See page 5
examination of the Illinois Board of
Higher Education and the system of
systems governance of higher education in the state," the statement
said.
The statement, which was passed
unanimously, stemmed from a resolution proposed by senate members
Craig Eckert and John Miller at last
week's Faculty Senate meeting that

said the senate supported the investigation into the effectiveness of the

·

B~~ate members expressed concern about whether the senate wanted to stand in support of the abolition of the Board of Governors,
although Miller said the "language
(of the resolution) does not support
abolition of the board."
Senate members were concerned
with the original resolution's language, saying it implied Eastern
was better than the other four
Board of Governors universities •Continued on page 2

DAN KOONCE/Photo editor

In the snow
Jim Addis ofLocal 171 in Effingham pickets the hiring of two nonunion members at the remodely of court room 3 in Coles County Court
House Wednesday morning.

Eastern football. player faces trial
By CHRIS SUNDHEIM
City editor

.•

KEVIN KILHOFFER/Staff photographer

ng time no see
Masters, a junior physics and education major, enjoys playing
all in the snow at the tennis courts by Steven_son Tower
esday afternoon.

A fullback on Eastern's football team, who was arrested last
week on charges of battery,
criminal damage to property and
resisting police, had his preliminary hearing Monday.
Broe D. Montgomery, 21,
who appeared in Coles County
Circuit Court with Charleston
attorney Ronald Tulin, entered a
not guilty plea to the charges
and requested a jury trial.
Montgomery was given a
Feb. 24 court date at 10 a.m. in
Coles County Circuit Court.
An initial charge against
Mon-tgomery of home invasion
was dropped.
According to information on
file with the Coles County
Circuit Clerk's office, Montgomery was arrested at 12:36
a.m. on Feb. 2 at 1911 10th St.
A police report also filed with
the <:;ircuit Clerk's office stated
that the Charleston Police De-

partment received a phone call
from Tamara Griffin, an Eastern
student, saying that Montgomery had just beaten her at
Stu's bar, 1405 Fourth St., and
that he may be en route to her
home.
A team of officers arrived at
the home and reported hearing
screams from inside the house.
They located Montgomery and
arrested him.
The report said Montgomery
had kicked in the house's front
door and ripped a telephone off
the wall. Police added that
Montgomery didn't lay down on
the floor as directed when he
was about to be arrested. Both
officers were needed to restrain
him, reports said.
Montgomery had grabbed
Griffin by the throat and slammed her head into the corner of
the wall, police said in the report, adding that he punched her
in the face and caused her to
strike her head on a dresser.
Montgomery 's bond was set

at $10,000 and he was released
after posting 10 percent on Feb.
3.
Eastern football coach Bob
Spoo said Wednesday that the
athletic department could potentially take disciplinary action
against Montgomery if he is
convicted on the charges against
him.
In other matters before Coles
County courts, a 24-year-old
Neoga man arrested Friday in
connection with a burglary at
the Uptowner, 623 Monroe
Ave., was released on bond
Monday.
Donald J. Devall was released
after posting 10 percent of his
$4,000 bond. He was given a
court date of Feb. 24 at 8:30
a.m. to answer to burglary charges.
Coles County State's Attorney officials were unavailable
for comment Wednesday as the
offices were closed in observance of Abraham Lincoln's
birthday.
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Senate

911

the equipment purchased and the
number of dispatching points will
involved with establishing 911 sys- be major factors in the project's
tems locally or elsewhere in final price tag.
Wickham said each dispatching
Illinois.
Jackson distributed information center where the calls are answered
on a number of different kinds of would probably cost almost
systems and variations available.
$90,000. Jackson said the type of
She added that after a referen- system decided on will also have a
dum is approved, an emergency profound effect on cost.
She listed several different types
telephone system board is formed
to carry the system through its final of systems, each with slightly different dispatching methods and
s~es of development and to continue to ~versee its operation and calling features that enable dismiuntenaiice once it's on line.
patchers to trace calls if the caller
Jackson said the referendum \viii cannot give a location verbally.
However, in handouts giveri to
specify the cost of the system to
residents in the form of a surcharge the audience listing the surcharges
on their phone bills. She added the . for all Illinois communities with
surcharge could not be raised above 911 systems, the charge never
the level stated .on the referendum exceeds $2 and is often below $1
but that communities have fre- for a system.
quently lowered it after the system
The Coles County Board must
is paid for.
pass a resolution by August to place
Jackson and Vickie Wickham the referendum on the November
from Illinois Consolidated ballot, McDermand said. If the resTelecommunications Co. both said olution passes and the system is
the ultimate cost to consumers for purchased and installed, the county
the system cannot be determined must apply to the Illinois
until the preliminary design is Commerce Commission before it
drawn. They said the technology of can go on line.

Reduce
Reuse, and
Recycle.

i~ Q'B.'s

•From page 1

•Frompage 1

..............

Chicago State, Governors State,
Northeastern Illinois and Western
Illinois universities.
Senate Chair David Carpenter
called part of the original resolution "elitist" and he said parts
referring to State Rep. Mike
Weaver, R-Ashtnore, were "an
unfortunate request for senate
endorsement of a political candidate in an election year."
Miller, however, said the resolution "was not designed to be elitist, and if it carried that connotation, that's unfortunate." He added
that the resolution was also "not
meant to endorse a political candidate."
"I'm more in favor of the senate
adopting some kind of a resolution
based on the tone, theme and context of the meeting last Wednesday," Miller said, referring to a
hearing held on campus by the
House Committee on Higher
Education to receive feedback
from the Eastern community on
the investigation into the effectiveness of the Board of Governors.
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Dart Tourney at Jerry'

"I thought of putting Stu's on wheels and
moving it anywhere, but then some people
would think I was a hillbilly." ~
~
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The Daily Eastern
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Cover
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Sat. Feb. 15th - Begins at 1 :00
Cricket Doubles Tournament - Double Elimin
$5 entry fee, per team
·'"cash Prizes for 1st, 2nd, & 3rd-Place -Finis

Prize Giveaways
Throughout Day!!

Tuesday only
cheaper!

c./\1~arty's
IT'S BURGERAMA!
$'1.99 w/FRIES $1.99
Bacon Cheeseburger
Swiss/Mushroom Burger
Mexi Burger

$1. 25 Bottles &
20 oz. Lqrge Drafts

. ~

Tonite: $1 Cheese Fries
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The Daily Eastern News is published daily, Monday through Friday, in Charleston, Illinois, during fall and
spling semesters and twice weekly during the summer term except during school vacations or examinations, by the students of Eastern Illinois University. Subscription price: $28 per semester, $15 for summer only, $52 all year. The Daily Eastern News is a member of the Associated Press which is entitled to
exclusive use of all articles appearing in this paper. The editorials on Page 4 represent the majority opinion of the editorial board, all other opinion pieces are signed. The Daily Eastern News editorial and business offices are located in the Buzzard Building, Eastern Illinois University. Second class postage paid
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Ill Semester '92.
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You have absolutely nothing .to lose and everything to gain. If we can not do
say we can. the only thing that counts is that you have made $200 - FRi:tE.
For more information and a student data form;
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requests extra allocations
•

sentations and additional allocation
m the Apportionment Board for the
al year continued Tuesday as Director
Activities David Milberg requested
ly $60,500 in student fee money from
requested $30,500 for Student
t, $7,000 for the 1992 homecoming,

summer programming and $19,000 for
Board general costs. AB members did
any of these budgets.
ceives its funds through a $20.65 per
each semester.
Steve Macaluso said the board has a
bout $300,000, which it is expected to
student organizations for the 1992-93
dent Government budget funds the
costs of running Student Senate and
ent awareness programs, such as
Driver Week, AIDS Awareness Week
g Alcohol Consciousness Concerning
of University Students, Brett ·Gerber,
f of staff said. The organization also
recognized student organizations, as
Gus Bus program and the American
he added.
great avenue the AB has provided for
ns such as the Red Cross blood drive
't be funded by student fee money to

allow them to be sponsored," Gerber said.
He also said Student Government wants money
to send newsletters to graduate students to inform
them of university events..
"A lot of graduate students come in only for
night classes and so they never see the newspa- ·
per," Gerber said. "I think a newsletter telling
them of what's going on on campus would make
them feel more a part of the university community."
The 1992 homecoming budget will pay for promotions, decorations, set up for the homecoming
coronation, plaques and trophies for homecoming
participants and a kick-off tailgate party before
the homecoming game, said Kim Daniels, homecoming coordinator.
"With the money I'm asking for, I hope to
make the 1992 homecoming excellent, both for
the alumni and the students," Daniels said.
In other business, the University Board concert
committee asked the AB to approve their
$126,000 budget. Unlike the other.budgets presented, the concert board budget is not funded by
student fee money, but by profits on concert ticket
sales, Macaluso said.
"I don.' t know if we can really tell them what to
do with the money," AB Vice Chair Ron Carmona
said. "Last year, the AB felt it was their (the
University Board's money. They earned it and
they should be able to do what they like with it."
The concert board plans to schedule three concerts during the 1992-93 fiscal year.

rry-outs for the car-less

,,,

gh food delivery in
is dominated by pizza
and submarine shops, There were times when we'd want to order
ent-run delivery ser- out, but didn't want pizza and subs.
ange that.
's" will deliver from
's undeliverable resresidence halls throu- - - - - - - - - , ,._ _ _C•u•rt-is•s•C-li•n•e
us.
were times when we'd Long John Silver's, McDonald's, $2; between $12 and $15, it's $3;
er out, but we didn't . Subway, Taco Bell, Taco Time, between $16 and $19, it's $4;
and subs," said Curtiss TCBY, Wendy"s, What's Cook- between $20 and $30, it's $5;
from $31 to $50 it's $7; and more
ueller's worker. "We'd in'? and Wranglers.
"When it's cold out and snow- than $50, it's $10.
having to drive. We
Hours for the student-run busi'wouldn't it be great if ing and they (students) want
something besides pizza but they ness are 5 to 11 :30 p.m. Monday
delivered?"'
rvice - which opened don't deliver, it's a service we through Thursday, 5 p.m. to 2
- was put together by provide around campus so they a.m. Friday and Saturday, and 4
his co-workers Angela don't have to go out, and they can p.m. to midnight on Sunday.
"I get tired of pizza and hot
Bob Motz and Diane still eat a variety of things,"
dogs sometimes," Barbetta added,
Barbetta said.
The price of the delivery varies "and food service isn't that
taurants Bueller's will
mare Arby's, Baskin with the amount of food pur- great."
There is no guaranteed time for
Blimpie's, Dairy Queen, chased. If the food costs between
Dragon, Hardee 's, $1 and $3, delivery is $1; delivery, as Cline noted that each
Fried Chicken, Little between $4 and $7, delivery is restaurant is a different distance
Pizza, Little Mexico, $1.50; between $8 and $11, it's away from the campus.
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SDAY SPECIAL

PS& SALSA
with a

z.

PITCHER

$499

CARRY-OUT SPECIAL
GOOD 7 DAYS A WEEK

---·

A Large (16")
Sausage Pizza
.$7.45
Good on Carry-Out 7 Days a Week.
Offer Expires April 30, 1992.

---~
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is now accepting
1sa and Mastercard

our advertising needs
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1. Entries should be 500 words
or less. Essays shoulcf portray a
person, a time period, or an event
- local or otherwise - which promoted the advancement of
cultural diversity or which can
promote cultural diversity in the
future.
2. The contest is open to all
students., with the exception of
those currently working for ·
Student Publications and any
past editors of these publications.
3. Entries must be submitted to
The Daily Eastern news office no
later than 4 p.m. Friday Feb. 14
4. Judging will take place the
week of Feb. 14-20.
5. Essays arid photos of the top
three winners will be published on
the editorial page of The Daily
0Eastern News the week of Feb.
14-28
Society for Collegiate
Journalists

Donors:
Minority Student
Affairs Office
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The Daily Eastern
News Black History
Month Essay Contest

Charleston
348-7515
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o!~; Eastern News Dahmer knew right from wrong when he

OPINION
page
Editorjals represent the opinion
of the editorial board. Columns
are the opinion of the a'::Jthor.
THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 13, 1992

Delts not the sole
probletn in .our
Student Senate
Student Body ·President Martha Price said
last week that it was now time to concentrate
on "the positive and become more productive" within Student Government.
During Cultur~I Diversity week, senate
member R. J. Wood extended an open arm to
the student population, saying "my door is
always open."
The door swung open three weeks ago,
when the senate interviewed 14 students for
four vacant positions. Then, quite suddenly,
the door swung shut. Of the four new senators chosen, Matt Giordano and john Goveia
were members of Delta Tau Delta, bringing
the number of senate
~xecutives a?d 1egis1ators
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ m the fratermty to ten.
While not a majority,
the Delta Tau Delta members represent a plurality on the 30-seat student senate. It can be
assumed· that, since they are in the same fraternity, the ten share similar views, beliefs
and attitudes - making the six legislative fraternity members an effective and powerful
voting block.
"It wouldn't bother me as much having
greeks (on Student Senate}, but one-third of
it is Delta Tau Delta," said Curtiss Cline, former senate member. "Most of it operates on
the buddy-buddy system and the most qualified are overlooked."
If the senate represents the student population, then the campus percentages should
be comparable to the breakdown on the senate percentage. While the percentage of
female and minority senator members are
comparable to the campus percentage, the
greek population is only 15 percent of the
student population - Delta Tau Delta members alone make up about 30 percent of the
senate.
"There's always members of (Delta Tau
Delta) on Student Government since my four
.years being involved with Student
Government," Price said. "Maybe they're
more aware of what's going on so they get
involved with Student Government. I don't
know."
Fraternity members may very well be
more aware of campus issues. If so, the
problem is not with one fraternity (Delta Tau
Delta}; it's the apathy among Eastern students.
We urge Eastern students to get involved
in Student Government to provide a wide
variety of backgrounds among senate mem-

· sentence ended Dahmer was back to killin
From the moment of birth
we've been told by our parents,
approximcttely t 0 men between September
July t 99 t according to Newsweek.
our teachers and our elders
what is right and what is wrong.
One of those men was Konerak Sinth
We've been told not to lie,
though I wouldn '.t go as far to call a t 3not to steal, not to do drugs,
boy a man. The law failed Sinthasompho
once by giving Dahmer an ultra lenient
not to cheat, not to talk with
and again when two police officers allowed
our mouths full and not to hurt
to take the naked and bleeding Sinthas
those around us.
back to his apartment. That dual fallu
Right now in Milwaukee, two
lawyers are debating whether
Slnthasomphone his life.
serial killer Jeffrey Dahmer knew laura
If Tracy Edwards had never escaped,
right from wrong when he Durnell
knows when Dahmer -would have been
killed, then mutilated, t 7 men - - - - - - - Maybe he never would have been cau
and maybe even more that we don't know about.
would have continued to kill. The law let
Dahmer's defense is that he is insane. He didn't go one last time. This time they have
know what he was doing because of mental illness. should use every chance they get to nev
There is absolutely no doubt that Dahmer is guilty, go again.
Jeffrey Dahmer knew exactly what he
but where he will be placed because of his actions
.is determined by whether he is sane or insane. If One of the witnesses during the trail stat
Dahmer is found guilty but sane he will be sen- brought a victim home shortly before he
tenced to prison. If Dahmer is found guilty but to.work at the Ambrosia Chocolate Factory
insane he will be placed in a mental institution.
ized that within a matter of minutes h
There should be no doubt in anybody's mind that report to work and that killing the vlctl
Dahmer knew exactly what he was doing. The make him late. He only let the victim;
defense of insanity is yet another ploy for Dahmer could be at work on time.
to once again go unpunished for his actions-it hapJeffrey Dahmer is not insane, he Is v
pened before. What has erupted since that horrify- aware of what he has done. The least th
ing discovery in apartment 2 t 3 should make it do is find Dahmer guilty, but sane. The I
unthinkable to let Dahmer go unpunished once can do is sentence Dahmer to life Imprison
There Is no way to rehabilitate this m
more.
Dahmer was given a lenient sentence before and
clear sociopath with no remorse for w
·it cost other people their lives. During the spring of done. To let this man spend the rest of h
t 989 Dahmer was arrested for molesting a t 3-year mental Institution is no form of justice.
old boy (the brother of a later victim of Dahmer's,
Laura Durnell is a staff writer and re
Konerak Sinthasomphone) and given the sentence
of a work release program for one year. After his nlst for The Daily Eastern News.

From the Pen •••

Rich Bird/Mike Cha
A w;I/;~ p.A R+..oeR..

Ed Ito rial

Keep hope alive.
Jesse Jackson

3127

Your turn •••
Date rape is
a big problem
Student Senate
at Eastern

do it again. Don't let him, stop
him. Let people know and as a
group we can solve this problem
together.
Name withheld upon request

Dear editor:
I'm writing this letter today to
make all people aware that there
is a serious problem here on
Eastern's campus, and it's a
problem that has been going on
for a long time now. There are
people out there who strive for
power and control. However,
when that person has to achieve
this by taking a girl or guy home
and force him or her to have sex
unwillingly, that person is sick.
Even if two people are on a date
and things slowly lead up to
something, if one person has to
force themselves onto the other
and threaten to beat 'the other,
that person is sick. ·
There are people out there like
this on our campus, yes even
here at Eastern. You people know
who you are and you are all sick.
If it takes you to threaten a person for a night of pleasure, and
you need it that bad ... I want you
to sit back and think about two
things ...
First, as I and other males on
this campus have younger sisters
and girlfriends that might possibly be attending Eastern in the
future, Think what you would do
if someone did that to them.
Second, I know there are girls
out there who are victims and
are hiding it from the proper
authorities. Let them help you;
that's what they are there for. If
you don't do some~hing, this guy
only walks and has the chance to

has become a
decorative entity

dent think about this?
number of so-called
mer senators or w
viciously quarreling
other, solely and ultl
vated by the fulfillm
own political ambit!
find this situation c
unappealing to us we
be apathetic and I
Because they do no
out views we are I
unaffected by the cu
versy. Of course, el
outs will stay low as
situation continu
Naturally though, this
the least of the mem
as -it will not preven
escalating their way
senate's offices, fro
tuition waivers, and
from filling up their r
names and positions
us, the indifferent
are just that: mean!
and meaningless po

Dear editor:
I often look upon the issues
that are dealt with throughout
The Daily Eastern News pages
with an increased skepticism. I
also find that the nature of this
skepticism derives from the
-~idespread apathy that is a common denominator among students in this campus and which I
myself have not been able to
avoid.
The controversy over Student
Senate appointments have nevertheless helped to shed some
light on this situation. How are
skeptics like myself, I ask,
expected to break away from our
current state of apathy, and support an organization with such
The Daily Eastern
elitist tendencies? Genuine representation is non-existent and as a ages letters to the
result, Student Senate has be- ing any local, state,
come a mere decorative entity
international Issue.
arbitrarily used to satisfy personal
Letters should be
ambitions and needs.
words. For the lette
Constitutional safeguards preventing elitism are also non-exis- ed, the name of th
tent as Brett Gerber's statement, addition to the aut
"If we wanted to stack Delts in and telephone num
the senate, we could," proves. At · included.
Anonymous lette
the same time we hear of m'embers resigning and candidates printed.
rejected who express their rather
If a letter has mo
comical despair and rage by authors, only the
themselves.
first three authors wI
What does the common stu-
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president search

uncil on Academic Affiars will discuss the
·al search process at its regular meeting
said chair Ken Sutton.
uncil will meet at 2 p.m. in the Arcola/oom of the Martin Luther King Jr. University

ks ago, the CAA discussed the fact that the
councils will not have a direct representative
isory committee for the search for the new
cil drafted a letter to Board of Governors
Thomas Layzell, who will head the search
asking for representation from an academic
the advisory committee.
has been absolutely no acknowledgement (of
)," Sutton said.
II does not respond, Sutton said the council
one of several things, including writing the
d of Governors or appealing beyond the

McDonald's is honoring
two famous faces:

board to the governor or to the Illinois General
Assembly.
"What we do will be according to the wishes of the
council," Sutton said.
Sutton said a guest at last week's meeting asked for
a council discussion of the matter, and it was added to
the agenda.
Sutton said the Council on Academic Affairs also
will make a position statement on removing the 120credit hour cap on bachelor's degrees. The topic was
postponed last week until the council could complete
research on the credit hour ceiling.
"We found some items in a couple of Illinois Board
of Higher Education documents that seem to support
us," Sutton said. He previously told The News
that having that information would strengthen the
council's appeal to the Board of Governors.
Also on the agenda for Thursday's meeting is a new
course proposal for an experimental course in history
dealing with special intelligence. Sutton said the
course, which will deal with spying, is called "The
Great Game."

George Washington
& Abraham Lincoln
Thurs. Feb. 13th thru Mon. Feb. 17th A Washington ($1) will buy you 2 hamburgers
A Lincoln ($5) will buy you 10 hamburgers
Offer Good at both 12 W. Lincoln & EIU Campus •

McD's on campus now delivers every Sunday from
4-8 p.m. to on-campus housing only.
$1 O minimum. 581-6006
i ... .,,
' ,)
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McDonald's
.
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rum to discuss legal system ti Aunt Martha's Unique Gifts tl
West Park Plaza ·
I'$ 9. Balloon Special ~i

oblems in today's legal
and what people can do
m will be the focus of an
on campus Thursday.
at's Happening to Our
ystem?" will be held at 7
ursday in room 105 of
· Hall. Some of the items
·scussed at the forum in·son overcrowding, early
legal ethics and what citido about these problems,
umber of prisons right

now are filled past capacity," said
Nick Falcetta, president of the
Public
Administration
Association. "We want people to
be able to come to an understanding of the problems the legal system is facing. We want people to
get stimulation in their minds
about what's happening and how
w_e can change it.
"The discussion will be about
the leg.al system in general and
what is happening to our legal
system," he added.
The forum will offer the opportunity for open discussion about
. many areas of today's legal sys-

tern. It will consist of a threemember panel, including Circuit
Court Judge Gary Jacobs, Coles
County State's Attorney Mark
Novak and Coles County Public
Defender Lonnie Lutz, Falcetta
said.
"The panel will give their perspectives (about the legal system), followed by a question and
answer time when people can ask
questions," he noted. "They are a
lively discussion group that likes
to talk about their field."
The forum is co-sponsored by
the pre-law club and the Public
Administration Association.
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SH STOCK

"on Hair"
Call Brenda & Sue (formerly of Donna's)

SPRING BREAK

lLSHORT

When you.r hair needs emergency help.

Don't Miss the Hottest Spring Break Ever!
Join your friends on a trip to Panama City Beach
-ocean front lodgfng
-transportation
-next door to 2 largest super clubs
Spinnakers
and
Club Le Vela
-exclusive discounts
Located in the HEART of all the action

SAVE

NEW AT MOTHER'S !

LONG'

the 1 for $1 deal!
he Daily Eastern
News
ill run your

FOR SALE
SSIFIEDAD
or 1 day for
$1*
0 words ONE DAY is
$1.00

QBs like you haven't had before ·_
Serving only cold premium qua/tty draft beer!
LITE & GENUINE DRAFT
75C Lo~ecks
.

(Genuine Draft & M"GD Light Bottles)
SHOT SPECIALS

El

also register to win the
Genuine Draft Florida Express
JUMBO Jalepeno Mesquite

Smoked Sausage & Cheeseburger

Spaces are filling FAST
Call now for more information

.

Only 50¢

. "

Michelle 345-3305
,

.

SEARCH NO MORE

DAVID
LIEIMAtl
tha EIU .Jazz Band

The ONLY Off Campus Housing on Campus

Now Leasing

PARK PIACE APARTMENTS

w/

(Across from the Union on 7th)
• 1, 2 & 3 Bedroom
Furnished Units
• Free Trash & Parking • Central A. C.
• Dishwashers
• Microwaves
• Balconies

Friday. February '14

St. James Place
(1905 S. l2th St.)
• 1 & 2 Bedroom Units
• Fully Furnished
• A. C.
• Newly Remodeled
• Laundry & Parking

Still Available For Fall
Call Anytime 348-1479 For appointment
or drop by rental office on Grant St.
3:30 - 5:30 p.m. - M - F

&:DO pm

·

Dvorak Cancart Hall
S'1 Students w/ID
53 general admission

•
....
•

. Bring your Valentina!
Eastern
Illinois
University
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BSU sells
Orange Crush
Valentines

THIRSTY'S

Staff writer

The Black Student Union's
Valentine's Day fundraisers were
one of the main topics of discussion
at the group's meeting Tuesday.
The BSU is selling Orange
Crush soft drinks to students who
want to let someone know they
have a crush on them. The drinks
will be wrapped in red and pink tissue paper and ribbons and include a
personal message from the sender,
said Shannon Ford, head of the
BSU fundraising committee.
'The Crush can sales are goirig
great, and they have been a success," said Ford, who added the
cans will be on sale Thursday in
Coleman Hall.
In other business Tuesday, BSU
President Kevin Evans urged BSU
members to participate in the Black
History Month Essay Contest that
is being sponsored by The Daily

Eastern News.
"It would be nice for you to support this. We'd like to have a few
entries from the BSU," Evans said.
The entry deadline for the contest is
· Friday at 4 p.m.
Also discussed at the meeting
was the "Know Your Heritage
Contest," a Black History Month
event scheduled for Feb. 26 in
Coleman Hall.
Rhonda King, head of the Black
History Month committee, said the
contest will feature one contestant
from ~ach fraternity and sorority as
well as three members from the.
BSU and the BSU executive board.
The entry fee for the contest is $3,
she added.
· Also at the meeting, Evans
announced the BSU is now taking
nominations for BSU executive
positions for the 1992-93 school
year. Nominations will be accepted
until March 17 and elections will
be held April 7.

Valentine
Balloon

ALWAYS #1 ON THURSDAY!

By TIM DAILEY

DRAFTS ................25¢

SPECIAL

64oz.PITCHERS ........$2.00
BUD - BUD LT.·- LITE - G.D. - G.Di LT.

LONGNECKS ... ~ ......50¢

I l~f
ii

ORDER SOON.
SUPPLIES LIMITED . .

Petropics Pet Store

From Red Hot To
Sentimental & Sweet

*Large Selection of Reptiles
*Wide Variety of Fish
*Several Types of Snakes
M-F 10:30-8
Sat. 10 :30-6
Sun. 12:00-5

Mountains of Candy

Pet~

Madison Street

~~1 ~::i:;!~!

1
·4th

18th
St

St
Llncoln Avenue

348-1018

15th & Madison

...

or we'll help you
to create your own design

Valentine Cards

~

"'
::
::

$1022 - $1.222 - $142S

.. ..

Management
topics will be
focus of class
By DAVE RECCHIA
Staff writer

Two executives from the
Mattoon Precision Manufacturing
Co. will speak to an Eastern operation management class Thursday.
Gordan Short, executive vice
president, and Takuro Sasaki,
executive coordinator of Mattoon
Precision, will discuss techniques
of operation management to Yunus
Kathawala's Thursday morning
business class, according to Scott
Rhine, a graduate assistant in the
department of computer and operations management.
"They will be telling the class
what they actually do in their
plant," Rhine said.
The executives will speak to the
class of approximately 50 students
at 9:30 a.m. Thursday.
The two executives will deal ·
primarily with management philosophy, production philosophy
and the specifics of what the company actually produces, Rhine
added.
Rhine also said that it was
through Kathawala 's previous
research contacts with the company
in Mattoon, as well as with an affiliate of the company in Japan, that
he got the speakers to come to the
·
class.
"It will be a nice, concrete example of how a real world business
works," Rhine said.

BDYZ IN·THE HODD
.•

COOLEY HIGH
JUNGLE FEVER
umvumm

ALL MOVIES START AT 8:00 PM
A BAG OF BARBECUE PRODUCTIONS: MOVIES

lllluNiveR .
~

Thursday, February 13, 1992

members collect
rds at conterence
of Eastern's ResiAssociation attended a
annual conference last
esidence Hall Assoc-

s.
RHA members attendinois Residence Hall
conference at Illinois
versity last weekend;
'e Kossman, national
·ons coordinator.
erence is designed to
representatives about
in residence hall living,
them to learn from feltes' experiences and
Kossman said.
said she participated
· g and voting processvari ous awards that
ted at the conference.
RHA won awards for
1of the Year," which
the percentage of stuin residence halls, and
Award" fot their dele'cipation.
alked away with more

than we could have ever expect~
ed," Kossman said.
Kossman was named "Illinois
Communications Coordinator of
the Year," while member Darcy
Royster was awarded the Verstraete Outstanding Servie Award
for behind the scenes service during her years as both a student
housing resident and a Residence
Assistant. Kossman 'was also
elected the new Membership Vice
President of the IRHA Board.
Kossman attended the conference with 24 delegates and two
faculty advisers. The delegates
and advisers devised programs for
the weekend. The program of
members John Biernbaum and
Patty Sepnafski was rated among
_the top 10 in the conference, while
member Jay T. Silence's presentation was among the top 20,
Kossman said. Eastern presented
five of the 50 programs at the conference.
"The conference was overall a
success and all those who participated were very pleased with the
awards received and experience
gained through their attendance,"
Kossman said.
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Lincolns worksto be focus of
Guernsey lecture

Lincolnwoo·d /
Pinetree
Apartments

By NANCY CHIAVOLA
Staff writer

Hosting a lecture titled "The
Lincoln Poems: His, Theirs, Mine,"
Professor Bruce Guernsey will discuss works written by Abraham
Lincoln, including the Gettysburg
Address.
The lecture will take place at
7:30 p.m. Thursday at the Dudley
House, 895 7th Street
"I will talk about how his
(Lincoln's) prose in his letters were
often influenced by Shakespeare
and Robert Burns," Guernsey said.
Some of the poems to be discussed include ones written about
Lincoln by Walt Whitman, Vachel
Lindsey and Carl Sandburg, he
added.
Guernsey will also present his
own poems written about Lincoln,
including one titled "At the Grave
of Thomas Lincoln."
Guernsey has taught creative
writing and American literature at
Eastern for 13 years. He is also the
author of nine poetry boo.ks and has
published over 200 poems in such
magazines as ''The Atlantic," "The
Nation" and "The American
Scholar.

FEATURING
2 & 3 Bedroom Apts.

-Completely Furnished
-5 Minute Walk to Campus
-24 Hour Maintenance
-Central Air Conditioning
, -Swimming Pool
-9- Month Lease
-Free Parking
-Laundry Facilities

SHOWING APARTMENTS NOW!

345-6000

...

., Itcan help you
·or · . yout _notes,, .
~~aestgq yotlr p'JfiY flyer;
andfinish your class project
· before sprlng break ·
The new Apple· Macintooh· Clas.sic" II
computer makes it easier for you to juggle
clas.5es, activities, projects, apd term papersand still find time fOr what makes college life
real life.
It's a complete and
affordable Macintosh Clas.5ic
system that's ready to help you
get your work finished fast
It's asnap to set up and use.
It has powerful 68030 microprocessor, which means you
can run even.the most
sophisticated applications with
ease. Among its manybuilt-in
capabilities is the intemal Apple
SuperDrive"' disk drive
that reads from
and writes to

a

RESULTS!

Macintosh and MS-DOS forQlatied disksallowii1g ypu to exchange mfonnation easily
with almost any other kind of computer
.
Ifyou already own a Macintosh Clas.5ic, and
want the speed and flexibility
of a MacintOOh Clas.5ic II, ask us
about an upgrade---it can be
installed in a matter of minutes
and ifs affordable. .
· To make more time
for your personal life, get a
Macintosh Clas.5ic II for your personal space. See us for a
demonstration today, and
while you're in, be sure to ask _
us for details about the Apple
· Computer Loan.
It'll be time well

VERTISE
The Daily
astern News

Call
581-2812
for more
information

lntrnduung till· \Ltlllll<l"h

<

L1-.-.il II

Computer Corner ·
820 liilcoln
345-1444
© 1992 Apple Computer, Inc. Apple, the Apple fotro, and Macintosh are registered U>dern2rl<s and Supal)rive is a trademark of Apple Computer, Inc. MS-DOS is a registered trademark
of Mlcmsolt Corpontlon. Uassic is a registered trademark licensed to Apple Computer, Inc. This ad was created using Macin1osh rornputers.
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"My Secretary" Resume Service.
New location. For appointment
call 345-1150.
The Daily Eastern News
cannot be responsible for
more than one day's incorrect insertion. Report errors
immediately at 581-2812.
A corrected ad will appear
in the next edition.
· All classified advertising
must meet the 2 p.m.
deadline to appear in the
next day's publication. Any
ads wocessed after 2 p.m.
Wil\ ,be published in the following days newspaper.
Ads cannot be canceled
after the 2 p.m. deadline.
Classified ads must be
paid in advance. Only
accounts with established
credit may be billed.
All Advertising submitted to The Daily Eastern
News is subject to approval
and may be revised, rejected, or canceled at any time.
The Daily Eastern News
assumes no liability if for
any reason it becomes necessary to omit an advertisement.
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COLORADO SUMMER JOBS: In
the Rockies near Vail, Anderson
Camps seeks caring, enthusiastic, dedicated, patient individuals
who enjoy working with children
in an outdoor setting. Counselors,
Cooks, Wranglers, Riding Instructors and Nurses. Interviews on
February 18. Sign up, get application at Placement Center, Student Services Building. Ques___
_us_at_
303-524.
___
-7766.
_,2/17
·tions?
Call
OVERSEAS JOBS: $900-2000
mo. Summer, yr. round, all countries, all fields. Free info. Write
IJC, PO Box 52-IL03, Corona Del
Mar, CA 92625.

OLDTOWNE APARTMENTS
FOR RENT. '92-'93. FOUR DIFFER ENT LOCATIONS. 3456533.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _5/1
Nice, close to campus furnished
houses for 1991-92 school year.
Two people per bedroom, 10 1/2
month lease, $165/mo. 345-3148
evenings.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _5/1
One, Two, Three, & Four bedroom apartments, houses, for
next school year. 345-6621 (if no
answer leave message) 3488349.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.5/1
Lincolnwood/Pinetree-9 month
lease for Studio 1, 2, & 3 bedroom apartments. SHOWING
NOW!!! 5 minutes from campus.
Lincolnwood/Pinetree. 345-6000
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _2/19
Now leasing for summer and/or
fall . Across from college. 1
house/ four boys, 1 house/five
girls. Call Martha McMahon after
6p.m. 345-5739.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _5/1

Female subleasor needed for
summer. Near campus on Fourth
Street. Own room. Rent negotiable. 345-7323.

ls coming to Lantz Oym

Monday, Feb. 17 ,..

OmnD

7:30 p.m.

APARTMENT RENTALS NOW,
SUMMER, AND FALL. PHONE
348-7746.
-------~--5/1
- Now renting for fall '92 bedroom
furnished apartments. McArthur
Manor. 913-917 4th St. 345-2231.

TRAVEL
lRAINING/Sc.HOOLS
HELP WANTED
WANTED
AoomON

EIU MEN'S BASKETBALL
Cleveland State

LEASING for fall-furnished apartments and houses. clean, excellent condition. No pets. 345-7286.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _5/1
House For Rent. One bedroom.
One block from campus. 345-4463.
-----~---~2/13

ROOMMATES
FOR RlNT

FOR SALI

&. FOUND

ANNOUNCEMENTS

One & two bedroom furnished apts.
Very nice, close to campus. NO
PETS! 10 mo. lease. Reduced
summer rent if leasing for fall and
spring. Ph. 345-5048. If no answer,
leave message.
~___,..,....,._ca2/5,7, 10, 11, 13, 17
Ratts University Drive townhouses. 2 bedrooms. 2 or 3 people.
Call 345-6115.

CITIZENS FOR WEISBROT will have a meeting tonight al
the Newman Center for anyone interested in helping Mark
elected to Congress.
RECREATIONAL SPORTS Swim meet entries will be
from 2-11 p.m. in the SRc Lobby. Please bring your v
ID.
WRESTLING will have weigh-ins today from 11-12 p.m.
All participants must weigh-in during one of these spec·
begins 7 p.m. in Lantz Wrestling Room.
PHI ALPHA ETA will have a meeting today at 6:30 p.m.
byville Rm, Union. Officers meeting at 6:30 p.m., gen
7:00 p.m.
EPSILON SIGMA ALPHA will have a fundraising m
4:30 p.m. in the Union Walkway.
PHI BETA SIGMA will be showing movies on Feb. 14th
the African-American Cultural Center. Free admission.
will be served. Everyone is welcome.
PHI GAMMA NU ACTIVES will celebrate Founder's
5:00 p.m. at Stu's. THIS IS A MANDATORY EVENT,
ALL THERE!!!
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER will have a Pastoral
tonight at 7:15 p.m. at the Newman Center.
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER will offer Sacrament of
today at 3:30-4:30 p.m. at the Newman Chapel.
WESLEY FOUNDATION will have Bible Study of R
6:30 p.m. at the Wesley Foundation Student Center. E
come!

vs.

~---------5/1

RIDE.S/RID£RS

LOST

~----,.-----~2/24

VACATION
BONUS-SIGN
EARLY-SPONSORED BY BRITTANY RIDGE HOA-CALL FOR
DETAILS: C21 WOOD 345-4489,
JIM WOOD, B.R. HOA MGR.
---------~2/21
• HALF BLOCK FROM CAMPUS.
One and two bedroom apartments. Low utilities!!! Call 3455022 today!!
_ _ _ _ _ _ __:ca2/11,13
THREE BEDROOM HOUSES,
1806 11TH, 1036 2ND; 2 BEDROOM apts. 415 Harrison. Call
348-5032.
---------~2/18
For next school year many one
bedroom apartments, various layouts, furnished, some utilities .
348-8349.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _5/1
6 bedroom house for rent. 92-93
year. $900/mon. Call after 6 p.m.
345-3411 or 345-7553.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _2/17

The PHOEmx OORILLA

DIRECTORY
SERVICES

2 bedroom Townhouse for 4 people: $170 each, plus special available. 345-2363.

PLEASE NOTE: Campus clips are run free of charge
any event. All Clips should be submitted to The
office by noon one business day before the date of the
an event schedule for Thursday should be submitted
by noon Wednesday. (Thursday is the deadline for F
Sunday event.) Clips submitted after deadline WILL
No clips will be taken by Phone. Any Clip that is ill
conflicting information will not be run.

The OoriHa Is spo11sored by SUx

'I

The

ACROSS

Eastern News

oany

CLASSIFIED

Ao

FORM

Name: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Address: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Phone: _ _ _ _ _ _Students 0 Yes

0 No

Dates to run _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Ad to read:

1 Republic since
1974
6 Ride the
thermals
10 Turkish chiefs
14 Epic translated
by Pope
15Film
18 Brief
interruption
17 Bawdy Roman
festival
19--avis
20 Printemps
follower
21 Start of a
counting rhyme
22 Benumb
24 Peruses again
21 Melville book
27 Twosome in
Tarrytown

Under Classification o f : - - - - - - - - - - - - Expiration code (office use only) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Person accepiing ad _ _ _ _ _Compositor _ _ _ __
no. words/days_ _ _ _ _ _.Amount due:$ _ _ _ __
Payment:

0 Cash

0 Check

0 Credit

Check number
20 cents per word first day ad runs. 14 cents per word each consecutive day
thereafter. Students with valid ID 15 cents per word first day. 10 cents per word
each-consecutive day. 15 word minimum. Student ads must be paid in advance.
DEADLINE 2 P.M. PREVIOUS DAY-NO EXCEPTIONS

The News reserves the right to edit or refuse ads considered libelous
or in bad taste.

28 Pictures
"·
31 Corpulent
34 Time period
35 Pretix with state
or tone
36 Skipper's
command
37 Backbone
38 She married
Burt
39 Pismire
40 Meat cuts
41 Certain
sculptures
42 Barn bees
44--Zedong
45 Long periods of
time
46 Reading desk
so Fine wool
s2Nubian-53 Hawaiian
acacia

Si' Valhalla'Y.l.P.
55 Roman dining
couch
58 Malarial fever
59 Sicilian volcano

'

60 Hope of

Hollywood
61 Headland

2

3

4

5

14
17
20

24

62 Fir or pine
board
63 Urged, with

"on"

36
39

DOWN
42

1 Skinflint

2 Like Pegasus
3 European quart so 51
4Sigma's
follower
54
s"--seanow
flows between": 58
Coleridge
61
8 Analyzes verse
7 Unctuous
a Cuckoo
28 Dilutes
9 Unlike most hen
tracks
29 Ossuaries
30 Square root of
..::..i.~;;.;..i....;..i .;:;~~1-=-1 10 Scrape
CLXIX
11 Roman arena
31 Steve Allen's
-.::..i.:..:..i..::..i
fighter
successor
12 Leeds 's river
32 G1nglymus
13 Pair of horses
attachment
1a Beatty and
33An 11 Down
Ro rem
armed with a
3 A. A. Fair's real
net
first name
34 Revolution
5 Bed of roses
supporters in

37 Signified
38 Booty
40 "The-'-- in
Winter"
41 Tangible
43 Nets
44 Powder from
grain seeds
46 Union branch

'76

P.M.
6:00
6:30
7:00
7:30
8:00
8:30
9:00
9:30
10:00
10:30
11:00
11:30

. . ..

~
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Inside Edition
Night Court
Cosby
Different World
Cheers
Wings
LA Law

News
Entmt. Toni ht
Winter Olympics

News
Married ..
Columbo

XVI

News

News

Tonight

M*A*S*H

Love Connection

late Night

Current Affair
Hard Copy

Johnny B
Night Line

<

MacGyver
Murder She
Wrote

Jettersons
NBA
Bulls at
Nicks

Movie: Amazing

Primet1me
Live
News

''

Sportscenter
Colle e B-ball:
Florida State
at Virg1n1a

-.:'•,:*.>.

College B-Ball :
Temple at
Memphis State

Stories

SportsCenter

MacGyver

Star Shot

Equalizer

This Old House
kee Workshop
This Land

News

Mystery!

Night Court

Being Served?
Movie

Kojak
Movie

L.A. Law
Movie: The
Love Boat

Simpsons
Drexell's Class
Beverly Hills
90120
Star Trek: The
Next Generation
WKRP
Arsenio Hall

Spencer: For
Hire
Gary handling
Molly Dodd
Party Machine

Carriers

G.I. Diary
Beyond 2000

Disney:
Little House
olt Prairie

Coast to Coast

Combat

Natural World
Film:
Emperors

FOR RENT - 1808
RLESTON. WOMEN
ERSESSION, SUMALL
&
SPRING
RS. FULLY FURLARGE KITCHEN, PRlRKING. $150 PER
~UTILITIES (708)7892128
-.-bed--;--ro_o_m_a_p_a-:rt:--ments.
quiet area, reasonable
month lease, 345-7387
ly.
ca2/10,11, 13,14
apartment. Five bedasher/Dryer in apartair. Extra nice. Four
pants. 348-8837.
2113
-.-.,-fo-r7fa"'"11.-,H-=-o-u-se_s. and
, 1-2-3 bedrooms, nice
. close to campus. Call
between 9-5 p.m.
-,.---,-----~·2114
bedroom apartment,
r EIU, range, refrig,
vided, no pets, 2 peo10/mo. 345-4220.
--:-----.,--'2114
Apartments: 1611 9th
leasing for summer
school year. One block
Main. Completely furl and garbage includ9-month lease for fall,
for summer. 2-4 boys
345-7136.
-,--...,.-...,.---'2114
or two bedroom aparte block from campus.
Burl Ives center on
. 9 1/2 month lease
school year. $250 per
2121

""A.,.,0-,R-,E~P~A--=D--=R--=E-.~DON'T

RNED BY A CHEAP
LL CHRIS FOR THE
CONDOS RIGHT ON
H. 345-4175.
2113

7r_o_o_m_f~u-rn-,-ished
~r7
b-ed

ITH washer and dryer
month lease. 219 JackCall JEFF WHITE 348~-,-,-----,---2114
subleasor needed for
apartment. Near campeople. Call 345-1244.
age.
2119
""'R~O.,-No--L'""'Y-.--=2-,-be'
' d..,...room
. Near campus. 2 peo. 345-2416.

'--':'--:--:--7----:--'2118
furnished apartment for
eve Panther Lounge.
d garbage included in
each. 345-4508.
~-;-:--;---;---:-.,--'2113
mished apts. New car; off-campus location.
nth per person. Must
people for fall and sum345-7135.
'---:--,-,;--:-:--:-'2121
• nicely furnished aparte Panther Lounge for 2
and garbage included
10each. 345-4508.
_ __ _ _ _ _.2113

One and a half bedroom, furnished mobile home for one person. Nicely decorated, very economical in quiet trailer park. TV
included in rent. 12 mo lease
starts June 1st. $225 per month.
345-4508.

1987 TOYOTA COROLLA SR-5.
5-speed, 66,000 miles. AM/FM,
excellent condition. $3,400 negotiable 345-4471.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _5/1
'86 Pontiac 6000. Exe. working
cond. 46,000 miles. Good gas
mileage. $4400. 348-7875.

~---------'5/1

IBM compatible computer, color
monitor, 640K 30meg hard drive,
2 floppy drives, mouse. 581-5530
$700.
~--------....:511
Big new Dorm Refrigerator, $80
o.b.o.: Ans. Machine, $10. 5818066.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.2113
86 Cadillac Sedan DeVille - Si.mroof, automatic, EVERYTHING.
Needs transwork. MUST SELL!
$650 OBO. 345-6599 Randy.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _5/1

Share your ideas and concerns
about the legal profession and
criminal justice system with a
prosecutor, public defender, and
judge on Thursday February 13,
1992 at 7 p.m. in Lumpkin Hall
105.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.2113
What's Wrong With The Criminal
Justice System? Answers to this
and other questions, will be
addressed by a Judge, Prosecutor, and Defense Attorney Thursday, February 13, 1992 at 7 p.m.
in Lumpkin Hall 105.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.2113
Panama City Trips. Lowest price
available. Beach front rooms. Call
Kim or Kristen at 581-8014.
-----------'2114
VANESSA FADER: Congratulations AST Scholar of the Week!
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.2113
Rush Delta Sigs! Oelta Sigma Phi
Informal Rush Feb. 13 5:00 p.m.
For rides & info., call 6559.
--------~2113
Greek Sing Committee meeting
8:00 p.m. in Casey Rm. Tonight.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _,2113
Rules and Games Committee
meeting 6:00 p.m. in Oakland
Room. Tonight.
-------------'2113
Elections Committee meeting
8:00 p.m. in Shelbyville Room.
Tonight.
--------~2113

FOUND: Gold watch between
Coleman and Lumpkin Hall. call
3901 .

Kin & Queen Candidates:
Remember to get your pictures
taken today between 1-4 at the
lab. Audio-Visual Center.
--------~2113
Rush Delta Sigma Phi. Rush
Delta Sigma Phi. Rush Delta
Sigma Phi.
-------------'2113
ALPHA PHl's, Thanks for a great
WESTERN Function. We had a
blast! THE MEN OF SIGMA Pl.
-------------'2113
Jenny Phillips-Congratulations on
becoming the new Alpha Gamma
Delta VP Fraternity Edi Love,
Kristen.
-------------'2113
Rush Delta Sigma Phi. Rush
Delta Sigma Phi. Rush Delta
Sigma Phi.
--------~2113
Tired of candy and cards? ESA
carnation sale tomorrow 9-3 in
Coleman and Buzzard.
--------~2/13
ATTENTION LADIES OF ESAPLEDGE PARTY PICTURE
MONEY DUE BY FRIDAY-CALL
DANA.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.2113
Rush Delta Sigma Phi. Rush
Delta Sigma Phi. Rush Delta
Sigma Phi.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.2113
MIKE MAY: Will you be my valentine? A Secret Admirer.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.2113

CHRIS MORICI of Pi Kappa
Alpha: Congratulations on OUTSTANDING JR. AND CHARIMAN! Remember you'll always
be special to us! Love, The
Women of Alpha Sigma Tau.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _2/13
Tracy Howerton: Congratulations on getting lavaliered to
Mike McGrew of Sigma Chi.
Your DZ sisters are happy for
you!
------~2/13
Rush Delta Sigs. Delta Sigma
Phi Informal Rush Feb. 13 5:00
p.m. For· rides & info., call 6559.
2113
~P,...,H,.-1s"'"1'""G'""S: --=G-ra"""b-a---,da_t_e_a_n~ddash
to IKES tonight! See you there at
9:00 p.m.!
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _2113
VITO-It all began a year ago
yesterday wit~ a simple phone
call.
I Love
MAGGIE.
__
_ _You!
__
_ _ _2113
LISA FIGURELL-Congratulations
on getting PINNED to RANDY
BRUCKNER of Sigma Chi! Your
DEEZEE Sisters couldn't be happier for you!
2113

=a.,-U~A=R=T=E=R~B~E~E~R~S~T=o~N~IGHT

AT TED'S. NO COVER. $1.00
AMARETTO SOURS, SCREWDRIVERS, ETC. COME SEE DJ
SCOTT EDMUNDSON.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.2/13
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by Bill Watterson
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Doonesbury

•:

BY GARRY TRUDEAU

r.------------------------------,
CAMPAIGN'92. -

I
1.

TRASH

I nave trash on: (UlE<:K<>NI')

FDR CASH

:5. I would describe my relation
snip with the O!lndi~as:
0 t.orrid, steamy

[J Bil 1Clinton
LJ Paul Tsong:is
0 Jerry Brown
LJ Torn Harkin
[J !loti Kerrey

TENANT
PARKING
ONLY

OadeP1ning moment
0 tile riqht. thing to do
0 videotaped

O in liti<Jation

0 George Bush

4 . Thee.11ndidateuse:I ta call me:

2.My story involves:
0 me

D 'B.lbe"
O "Mommy"
O "Cbmmissioner"
D fl'bm coowenience stae

D my bestfriend
0 my evi I twin
0 my publicist

Fl'Y phones -~

Oa Republican operative

. _:~:'~------------~----~
Doonesbury
OKAY, 80'!3 AN{) Gl/?t.S,
Hm.'S PAKT TWO OF OUR.

CAMPAIGN''iZ" TRASH-FORCA5H" EJ{T!zy BtANI< ! Fll-l- IT
IN ANP513Nf? IT 70Mt3, CARl3
~~
./ 7 '

a= 7Hl5PAP&R !

•11At,~ / IFU/!3 US&
~ YCVl<STORY,

• ~

{,()f)f..l-seNI?

YQ'./ 25B/6

ONeS.'

E ONLY PROBLEM IS THAT
HERE ARE 42,000 OF US.

--------~2113

by Bill Watterson

BOOK LOST: "Music First", lost in
Fine Arts Bldg. on 213. Call 5813010. REWARD!
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _2113
LOST: 1/4" gold bracelet around
Jan. 23 in Charleston or at Ted's.
Very special to me. Reward. 3481589.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _2118
If anyone found any Brown women's leather gloves, PLEASE call
me at 345-3131 Paula. Lost tt]is
month.

t of Order by Scott Rhine

-----=--=~=--2/13

NICK, JOHN, JR., FRA,NK, SEE
YOU AT TED'S TONITE. $.25
BEERS & NO COVER. seen.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _2/13
ELLEN 0-BRIEN- NICE JOB
WITH P'S WEEKEND AND
CONGRATS ON OFFICER OF
THE YEAR. YOU'RE GOOD!!!
PIPE.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.2/13
Last minute VALENTINE'S DAY
gift. One-of-a-kind, hand made.
Heart-shaped tie-dyes. Very
. nice. Call Jeff at 348-1304.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.2114
Kappa Omicron Nu Valentine
Cookie Sale on Thurs. and Fri.
. from 9 a.m.-1 p.m. in Kiehm and
Taylor Hall.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.2/13
Classifieds Selll Buy one in the
Daily Eastern News Classifieds.

Calvin and Hobbes

~--------2113

Panther Spring Break Blowout
South Padre-Cancun Spring
Break Trips from $189 and $399 .
Have the time of your life! For
more information, call Denise at
581-5058 NOW!
-=--_ _ _ca1/30213,4,5,6,11
Send your sweetie a "special
Valentine" this year-a singing
telegram! Order now!! 728-4829.
_ _ _ _ _ca213-7,10,11,13
SURPRISE YOUR VALENTINE
WITH A BALLOON IN A BOX.
UP UP & AWAY 1503 7TH ST.
345-9462.
_ _ _ __ _ _ _ _2114
SEND YOUR VALENTINE A
GIFT
WITH
STRINGS
ATTACHED-BALLOONS FROM
UP UP & AWAY 1503 7TH ST.
345-9462.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.2114

Rush Delta Sigs! Delta Sigma
Phi Informal Rush Feb. 13 5:00
p.m. For rides & info., call 6559.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _2/1.3
LISA NARDOWIEC of ALPHA
SIGMA TAU: Congratulations
on being chosen KOR Sweetheart! Love, -i:our Sisters.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _2/13
KELLY, SUE, MICHELLE, LYN,
SEE YOU AT TED'S TONITE.
$.25 BEERS & NO COVER.
SCOTT.

BY GARRY TRUDEAU

r----------------------------, ,.-----------.
r
CAMPAIGN'q2. -

I

I
I
II

5.

TRASH FOR CASH

My relati0t15hip with the

candidate lasted:
D !2years

1.

I believe my story will:
D restore my goo::l name

0

help me find a 11ust:l3nd

1,

060days

D make my parents pl"oud

:I

O tA> se.cond5
0 NOt5Ure

D tieneFit mcint.:ind

!t
SI

6 The last thi119 that the.
coindidate said to me was:
•
1 [I "Th15 will not stond."
1
•
0 "Need a jot>?"
i I O "Coomo'sdeting lilcean
I
Italian·Arnencan stereotype.'
I O "Message: I care."
1I []"Whats that whirring souncH'

!I

!

Oget mea reoom deal

a. Mynameis:

O Gennifer with a "G"
O Jennifer with a "J"

Kandy with a "K"
O C:Orni with two" i's"
D Karee with a ''K'; one
"r"and two"e's"

0

O Other _ _ _ .

1I

~--------~-------------------~
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Syracuse probe finds violations ••
.,.

Hardm
~
Make it .a Date!

~·

-~
~-

SYRACUSE, N.Y. (AP) - Boosters gave and I think that the violations that were discovered
Syracuse basketball players cash, free meals, free were isolated incidents."
legal advice and other benefits in violation of
Among the violations committed by the men's
NCAA rules, university officials admitted basketball program, according to the university's
Wednesday as they released the findings of an investigation:
internal investigation.
-Bill Rapp Jr., a local car dealer who once
But Syracuse Chancellor Kenneth A. Shaw worked at the team's scorekeeper at away games,
stressed that coach Jim Boeheim and his assistants sent players $50 in cash inside Christmas cards
were not responsible for the violations and that the yearly between 1983 and 1990.
university had not lost control of its perennially
-Players received free or reduced-priced meals
ranked men's program.
and dnnks at Grimaldi's, a popular local restaurant.
"The violations we found were unacceptable, but
-Rochester lawyer Loren Kroll gave free legal
service to former Orangenian Tony Scott.
they were isolated incidents," Shaw said.
The school admitted 13 apparent rules violations
-Boosters provided players with free board,
and probable wrongdoing in two other instances. meals, transportation and other extra benefits.
Orre of the violations, which involved players
Boeheim declined to discuss the pos~ible penalreceiving free haircuts, occurred before 1985 and is ties that the NCAA could impose, but he said he
not punishable under the NCAA's general four-year believed his program had stood up well after nearly
two years of scrutiny.
statute of limitations, Shaw said.
Shaw declined to speculate on what penalties
"There's no program that can withstand 22
Syracuse might face as a result of the 500-page months of investigation and not find a violation,"
report. But he said "clearly there will be sanctions" said Boeheim.
"You look at 15 years and the small p.umber of
from the NCAA.
Until the current probe, Syracuse's basketball people involved (in alleged wrongdoing) and you
team had never been accused of violating NCAA come to the conclusion that there aren't a whole lot
rules. No team in the powerhouse Big East involved," he said.
Conference has faced NCAA sanctions before.
The NCAA had no comment on the specific
"I'm pleased that they came to the conclusion . findings of Syracuse's in-house probe or what posthere 's no systematic intent to violate NCAA sible penalties it could receive, said spokesman Jim
rules," said Boeheim, whose team is 16-4 this sea- Marchiony. '
The NCAA has not gone lightly on other schools
son and ranked 10th in the nation. "That's something we've maintained from the very beginning in similar circumstances.

.,..,.·=·
.,..,.
.,.

Couples sit down and we'll wait on you

5-8 Valentine's Day
•

-~.

menu

•

]Ill

ST.

348-5437
(Right behind The Uptowner)

*Banners
*Posters
*Magnetics
* Window Graphics
* £1edrlc Sign
Maintenance

How .D oes Fast Food
Breakfast Strike You?

Daily 9-8 Sun 12-5

VALENTINES EVE TOD
MINI • MADNESS 0~
SALEll

9AM • IOPM

Guys • Gals • Boys • Girls

tt Asics Tool

NOW

NOW

CITRUS lt

SPEEDO

IU.J

NEW

SWIMSUIT'S
for Spring

NOW

NOW

If You're Tired of
Breakfast in a Styrofoam Box
Try What's Cookin' Next Time.
We fix it to order & even put it on a real plate.

11/Aat!&_~

lli!ftQlf
7th & Madison ·Charleston· 345-7427
Carry Out Available

NOW .

a~Q~

n ..

~!'~I

ON THE SQUARE
CHARLESTON

Share a Steak with
Someone You Love!

o

Youth & Adult

NOW 25°/o OFF

a

Baseball
Weightlifting
RacguetbaU

Golf

Tennis
Basketball

Sirloin fur 1\vo

THURSDAY
STEAK NIGHT
8 Oz. Choice
Charbroiled Sirloin,
Homemade Fries, Slaw

$6.95
5-9 p.m.

IMPORT DKAFf
DAY
All Import Drafts

$1.50
Woodpecker Cider,
Guinness, Harp and
Double Diamond Ale
Kitchen Hours
Mon.-fri. I I a.m. - 9 p.m.
Sat. 11 a.m. - 3 p.m.
r. ..-1
Bar Hours
~
lMlillil/ 11 a.m. - I a.m. ~

$9.89
You, and someone
you love, will
love our Sirloiri
For Two Special.
You'll also love .
our All-YouCan-Eat SmorgasBar* of Salad, Hot Fcxxl, and Dessert.
Offer expila

2/1~/92

801 W LINCOLN
CHARLESTON

S designates registered trademad of Sirloin Stockade International. C 1990 Sirloin Stockade International

candles

1414 SIXTII STREET IN OLDE TOWNE SQU
ONE BLOCK NORTH Of' OLD MAIN

lVst"·w

- ALL KINDS OF SIGNS -

•

1
CoACH
EDDY
Panther Sport Shoppe

Reeboks
410

waiters

e ec
SHOES
Youth & Adult
NIKE - ASICS - REEBOK

Sweatshirts
Russell & Medallion
All EIU T-Shirts NOW

30°/o OFF

ALL
EIU
JACKETS

NOW

Thursday, February 13, 1992

fails
cond
or gold
LE, France (AP)
s Jacqueline Boemer
in temperature and a
fending champion
Gennip to win the
'Speedskating gold
y in the women's

~

ffi,

AT
.

Tonight

~~
~

$1.00 Bluetail Flies, Buttery
Nipples, Screwdrivers,
Amaretto Sours, Rum &
Coke Red Hots

NO COVER --

CHINA 88
has re-opened and remodeled

SEAFOOD BUFFET $8.99

25¢ Beers -- Lowenbrau 50¢
$1.50 Pitchers ~- $3.00 ·

n Bonnie Blair
Jicate her gold medal
finishing well out of
tion.
skating in the first
peratures in the high
ed the start by one
med the still-slick
oval in 2:05.87, well
nip's 1988 Olympic
.68.
in the 1,500 in the
pies in Calgary, had
ly splits but faded
e and finished 21st
She'll go for another
in the 1,000 meters,
iality.
iemann, the pre-race
d Boerner's German
took the silver medal
, just .05 behind
Seiko Hasimoto of

All Nite

Come see D.J. SCOTT

ALL YOU CAN EAT
Includes snow crab legs, fish,
shrimp, chicken, beef, pork,
honey chicken wings
5 p.m. to 8 P·'!1· Fri. & Sat.

LUNCH BUFFET
$4.50
SUN.-FRI.

11a.m. to 2 p.m.
1140 LINCOLN
348-1232

Eastern Illinois University Theatre
presents

William Shakespeare's

COMEDY OF ERROHS·:~> ~
A Merrie Mix-up
8 p.m. February 12, 13, 14, 15, 19, 20, 21, 22
2 p.m. February 16, 23
on the Mainstage - Doudna Fine Arts Center
$6 Adults, $5 Senior Citizen & Youth
$3 EIU Students
Call 581-3110 for reservatioris and ticket
information between 1 and 5 p.m. Mon.-Fri.
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** .SPECIAL SHOWING**
.ONE·NIGDT
ONLY!!!

Febroaryl3, Thur~day
·university aDroom 8:00pm
I I I I -------- $1 ADMISSION
UNIVERSITY
BOARD
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Slumping
Lady Panthers lose si
in a row 74-66 at Butl
By KEITH FARROLL
Staff writer

MIKE ANSCHUElZ/Staff photographer
Panther sophomore Curtis Leib works in the post during a game earlier this season
against Valparaiso. Leib and the Panthers return to action Saturday at 7:30 p.m. when
_they host Akron at Lantz Gym.

Leib steady force for Eastern
By KEN RYAN
Associate sports editor

While the Eastern basketball team has
had an up and down .season, one player
that has played consistent for most of the
year is Curtis Leib.
The sophomore center from Flora may
not put up the numbers of a superstar, but
he can be relied upon to get his points and
rebounds every night.
One reason for his consistency may be
the fact that his work ethic is the same for
both the games and the practices. Leib
said that in order to play well during the
game, it is important to work hard in practice.
"I believe you have to go hard in practice if you plan on going hard in the
games," Leib said. "One thing I always do
·
is play hard."
Leib has scored in double didgits 13
times this season and has pulled down
five or more rebounds nine times. He is
averaging 9.5 points per game and 4.1
rebounds per contest. Those statistics
were pretty close to Leib's goals at the
beginning of the season.
"My goal before the season was to
average 10 points and around five or six
rebounds, Leib said.
The 6-foot 7-inch Leib is shooting 61
percent from the field, connecting on 74
of 122 shots. He is shooting even better
than that in the Mid-Continent
Conference, checking in at 64 percent.
Leib said that he has to keep his shooting percentage up if he wants to get his
points.
.. ''I'm shooting pretty well from the field
right now," Leib said. "I need to keep that
up in order for me to get my points."
Leib has had two games this sea.son in
which he has scored 16 points. He scored

that against Northeastern Illinois back in
the third game and he equalled that total
in a 51-46 victory over Valparaiso.
In high school Leib averaged 10
rebounds a game, playing for Flora High
School, but this year he has matched that
number just once, pulling down 10 boards
during Eastern's loss to Illinois-Chicago.
"I averaged 10 rebounds in high
school," Leib said. "Now I come to college and my career high is 10. It's kind of
weird."
With all of the accomplishments Leib
has had at Eastern, the one thing he will
probably never forget was a recent slam
dunk.
In the game with Valparaiso, Leib took
a pass from Steve Rowe and dunked the
ball home. The dunk ti<td the game up for
the Panthers at the time.
"It was one of those things," Leib said.
"It was a fast break, Steve Rowe got me
the ball upcourt, I caught the ball, took a
dribble and went up and dunked it. I kind
of surprised myself."
·
Leib added with a chuckle not to expect
more dunks out of him.
"I wouldn't hold your breath. I'm not
the type to look for dunks, but it is probably one moment that I will remember."
Leib is only in his second season at
Eastern and he said that he plans on
continuing his consistent play and hopes
that he can get better each game that he
plays.
"You can never be satisfied with your
play," Leib said. "I think I really need to
improve on my defense, on my rebounding technique and my foot speed for when
I guard perimeter people.
"I just want to improve a little bit after
every game. You just have to keep
improving instead of staying the same
because you will never get any better."

All the hopes of a winning season were
washed away for the Lady Panthers
Wednesday as they dropped a 74-66 loss to
the Butler Bulldogs for their sixth straight
loss of the season in Indianapolis.
Eastern coach Barb Hilke was disappointed with the loss as this will be her first
losing season in her 13 years at the Lady
Panther helm.
The game was the final non-conference
battle of the season for Eastern, which
dropped to 6-13 overall. The Lady Panthers
will travel to Carbondale to play Southern
Illinois Saturday.
Butler won its third straight and
improved to 9-1 l with the victory.
Hilke credited Butler for coming through
and hitting the key shots down the stretch.
The Lady Bulldogs hit 12-13 free throws in
the final five minutes of the game.
"They came threw and hit all their free
throws and hit all their open shots," said
Hilke after the loss.
Although the Lady Panthers connected
on 51 percent of their shots, which is a season-high, their offense was inconsistent.
Hilke said that she was disappointed watching her players too often taking a shot only
after one pass when trying to work the
offensive scheme.
"Offensively we are very streaky," Hilke
said. "At times we looked real good. Other
times we get out of offense and didn't get

the shots."
-Senior Tracy Roller
Panthers in scoring with 15 poin
Sherie! Brown added 14 points
more Shannon Baugh chipped
points. Freshman Nicky Polka
points
Hilke was pleased with the
from junior Karen Mccaa and
Rogiers.
. Mccaa hit a pair of shots fr
the three-point arc, which were
points of the game, in the final
utes to cut Butler's lead to fi
The Lady Bulldogs' hot hands l
the win, though.
Rogiers had five rebounds in
and five points for the game.
Sophomore starter Carolyn
junior starter Heather Youngm
pofots a piece for a combined
points. Hagerty had problems
flow and Youngman sat out a
the first half with foul problems.
Butler had 10 different play
points up on the board and th
were in double figures.
The game remained close in
Eastern had a lead with six
minutes left in the first half
21-20 lead. But the lead dido'
Butler held a 39-33 lead go·
locker room at half time.
Eastern never regained the
second half.

Magic and Tyson sho
teach al I of us·a less
The sagas of
Magic and Mike.
How does what
happened to Magic
Johnson and Mike
Tyson affect the
student b·o dy of
Eastern Illinois
University?
•
Because of the fall Don
taken by these two O'Brien
prominent spor.ts
figures, we should all think twice about
what we do with ourselves and what we
do to others.
It is a shame that something had to
happen to sports heroes like Magic
Johnson, who is arguably the best basketball player ever, and Mike Tyson, who is
my favorite boxer and also considered
one of the best heavyweights ever to step
into a boxing ring,. to make us aware of
the worst that could happen to us in a
night of passion.
Magic was diagnosed as being HIV
positive, the virus that can lead to AIDS,
last November and was forced to retire
from the game of basketball. Tyson was
found g uilty earlier this week by an
Indianapolis court of raping a Miss Black
America contestant at a pageant last year.
He too could be forced into an early retirement at his sentencing next month, facing
a maximum prison sentence of 60 years.

While Magic has_ been
praised for what happened to ·
any different than any other
world who has contracted the
Tyson, on the other hand, h
looked upon as a hero for what
It just goes to show that e
these two men seemed invinci
still human.
The word 'AIDS' has been
everyone's tongue for th
months thanks to 'in large p
Now, thanks to what went
Tyson, maybe more women
and speak out if their rights
Not only does what happe
and Mike make us aware o
social ills, but it also has t
wonder why professional ath
on pedestals. If anyone sho
pedestals, it should be our
teachers. They save lives an
public, respectively. Things
more important than being ab
basketball or throw a punch.
can do that. But put me next
table or in front of a class of
am useless.
So everybody think abo
that you do and remember
heroes are today.
- Don O'Brien is the spo
The Daily Eastern News.

